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Who are we?

Matt Rob

• Has Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter accounts

• Ummm….has orange clothes?

• Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn

• Social Media Manager for event with 130k attendees

• Created social media accounts from scratch

• Written for automotive blogs

• Rides a cool motorcycle



Be a HUMAN!

• Ask questions, respond to others, chat 
like you would in person.

• Don’t just set up automated messages 
and never reply.



• Remember that your 
potential customers 
probably have no 
experience in your line of 
business.

• Giving hints and tips for 
ways in which people 
moving house can help 
their removal team will 
generate interest, reposts 
and questions. Answer the 
questions helpfully!

Keep it simple. 



Check spelling and 
autocorrect. 
• Misspelled wurds and bard grammer look 

unprofessional.



Use videos and pictures. 

• They make things more interesting online, and are often more likely to be shared/retweeted.



Create exclusive offers for your fan base. 

• Perhaps offer a special rate or extra value.



Don’t be selfish! 
• It is your social media platform but 

your followers don’t just want to hear 
about you. Add content from other 
sources, what’s on in the area, events 
– even the weather!



Don’t hide or delete 
negative comments. 
• Respond to them and address the issues – this 

shows that you take on board any feedback 
that is left.



Don’t over-share. 

• Once something is online it’s extremely unlikely 
that you’ll be able to remove it.



Write in a way you’re comfortable.

• People need to get to know 
your personality.

• It’s easier to create posts 
quickly if you’re not 
pretending to be someone 
else.



Invite your customer base 
to connect with you. 

• include social media links on your confirmations, 
announcements, emails, vans, boxes etc.



And one bonus 11th Tip:

If you don’t have the time to do it, don’t start! 
• Better no social media than bad social 

media.

• An abandoned or little used social media 
account gives the impression that you’re 
not committed, which could reflect 
inappropriately on your business.
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